: This candlelit setting from the wine cave of a castle is difficult to photograph due to its low light nature. A flash image captures the high-frequency texture and detail, but changes the overall scene appearance to cold and gray. The no-flash image captures the overall appearance of the warm candlelight, but is very noisy. We use the detail information from the flash image to both reduce noise in the no-flash image and sharpen its detail. Note the smooth appearance of the brown leather sofa and crisp detail of the bottles. For full-sized images, please see the supplemental DVD or the project website http://research.microsoft.com/projects/FlashNoFlash.
Introduction
An important goal of photography is to capture and reproduce the visual richness of a real environment. Lighting is an integral aspect of this visual richness and often sets the mood or atmosphere in the photograph. The subtlest nuances are often found in low-light conditions. For example, the dim, orange hue of a candlelit restaurant can evoke an intimate mood, while the pale blue cast of moonlight can evoke a cool atmosphere of mystery.
When capturing the natural ambient illumination in such low-light environments, photographers face a dilemma. One option is to set a long exposure time so that the camera can collect enough light to produce a visible image. However, camera shake or scene motion during such long exposures will result in motion blur.
Another option is to open the aperture to let in more light. However, this approach reduces depth of field and is limited by the size of the lens. The third option is to increase the camera's gain, which is controlled by the ISO setting. However, when exposure times are short, the camera cannot capture enough light to accurately estimate the color at each pixel, and thus visible image noise increases significantly.
Flash photography was invented to circumvent these problems. By adding artificial light to nearby objects in the scene, cameras with flash can use shorter exposure times, smaller apertures, and less sensor gain and still capture enough light to produce relatively sharp, noise-free images. Brighter images have a greater signal-to-noise ratio and can therefore resolve detail that would be hidden in the noise in an image acquired under ambient illumination. Moreover, the flash can enhance surface detail by illuminating surfaces with a crisp point light source. Finally, if one desires a white-balanced image, the known flash color greatly simplifies this task.
As photographers know, however, the use of flash can also have a negative impact on the lighting characteristics of the environment. Objects near the camera are disproportionately brightened, and the mood evoked by ambient illumination may be destroyed. In addition, the flash may introduce unwanted artifacts such as red eye, harsh shadows, and specularities, none of which are part of the natural scene. Despite these drawbacks, many amateur photographers use flash in low-light environments, and consequently, these snapshots rarely depict the true ambient illumination of such scenes.
Today, digital photography makes it fast, easy, and economical to take a pair of images of low-light environments: one with flash to capture detail and one without flash to capture ambient illumination. (We sometimes refer to the no-flash image as the ambient image.) In this paper, we present a variety of techniques that analyze and combine features from the images in such a flash/noflash pair:
Ambient image denoising:
We use the relatively noise-free flash image to reduce noise in the no-flash image. By maintaining the natural lighting of the ambient image, our approach creates an image that is closer to the look of the real scene.
Flash-to-ambient detail transfer:
We transfer high-frequency detail from the flash image to the denoised ambient image, since this detail may not exist in the original ambient image.
White balancing: The user may wish to simulate a whiter illuminant while preserving the "feel" of the ambient image. We exploit the known flash color to white-balance the ambient image, rather than relying on traditional single-image heuristics.
Continuous flash intensity adjustment:
We provide continuous interpolation control between the image pair so that the user can interactively adjust the flash intensity. The user can even extrapolate beyond the original ambient and flash images.
Red-eye correction:
We perform red-eye detection by considering how the color of the pupil changes between the ambient and flash images.
While many of these problems are not new, the primary contribution of our work is to show how to exploit information in the flash/no-flash pair to improve upon previous techniques
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. One feature of our approach is that the manual acquisition of the flash/no-flash pair is relatively straightforward with current consumer digital cameras. We envision that the ability to capture such pairs will eventually move into the camera firmware, thereby making the acquisition process even easier and faster.
One recurring theme of recent computer graphics research is the idea of taking multiple photographs of a scene and combining them to synthesize a new image. Examples of this approach include creating high dynamic range images by combining photographs taken at different exposures [Debevec and Malik 1997; Kang et al. 2003 ], creating mosaics and panoramas by combining photographs taken from different viewpoints [e.g. Szeliski and Shum 1997] , and synthetically relighting images by combining images taken under different illumination conditions [Haeberli 1992; Debevec et al. 2000; Masselus et al. 2002; Akers et al. 2003; Agarwala et al. 2004] . Although our techniques involve only two input images, they share the similar goal of synthesizing a new image that is of better quality than any of the input images.
Background on Camera Noise
The intuition behind several of our algorithms is that while the illumination from a flash may change the appearance of the scene, it also increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the flash image and provides a better estimate of the high-frequency detail.
As shown in Figure 2 (a), a brighter image signal contains more noise than a darker signal. However, the slope of the curve is less than one, which implies that the signal increases faster than the noise and so the SNR of the brighter image is better. While the flash does not illuminate the scene uniformly, it does significantly increase scene brightness (especially for objects near the camera) and therefore the flash image exhibits a better SNR than the ambient image.
As illustrated in Figure 2 (b), the improvement in SNR in a flash image is especially pronounced at higher frequencies. Properly exposed image pairs have similar intensities after passing through the imaging system (which may include aperture, shutter/flash duration, and camera gain). Therefore their log power spectra are roughly the same. However, the noise in the high-ISO ambient image is greater than in the low-ISO flash image because the gain amplifies the noise. Since the power spectrum of most natural images falls off at high frequencies, whereas that of the camera noise remains uniform (i.e. assuming white noise), noise dominates the signal at a much lower frequency in the ambient image than in the flash image.
Acquisition
Procedure. We have designed our algorithms to work with images acquired using consumer-grade digital cameras. The main goal of our acquisition procedure is to ensure that the flash/noflash image pair capture exactly the same points in the scene. We fix the focal length and aperture between the two images so that the camera's focus and depth-of-field remain constant. Our acquisition procedure is as follows: 1. Focus on the subject, then lock the focal length and aperture. 2. Set exposure time t ∆ and ISO for a good exposure.
3. Take the ambient image A. 4. Turn on the flash. 5. Adjust the exposure time t ∆ and ISO to the smallest settings that still expose the image well. 6. Take the flash image F. A rule of thumb for handheld camera operation is that exposure times for a single image should be under 1 30 s for a 30mm lens to prevent motion blur. In practice, we set the exposure times for both images to 1 60 s or less so that under ideal circumstances, both images could be shot one after another within the 1 30 s limit on handheld camera operation. Although rapidly switching between flash and non-flash mode is not currently possible on consumergrade cameras, we envision that this capability will eventually be included in camera firmware. Most of the images in this paper were taken with a Canon EOS Digital Rebel.
We acquire all images in a RAW format and then convert them into 16-bit TIFF images. By default, the Canon conversion software performs white balancing, gamma correction and other nonlinear tone-mapping operations to produce perceptually pleasing images with good overall contrast. We apply most of our algorithms on these non-linear images in order to preserve their highquality tone-mapping characteristics in our final images.
Registration. Image registration is not the focus of our work and we therefore acquired most of our pairs using a tripod setup. Nevertheless we recognize that registration is important for images taken with handheld cameras since changing the camera settings (i.e. turning on the flash, changing the ISO, etc.) often results in camera motion. For the examples shown in Figure 11 we took the photographs without a tripod and then applied the registration technique of Szeliski and Shum [1997] to align them. Since the slope is less than one, SNR increases at higher signal values. (bright) The digital sensor produces similar log power spectra for the flash and ambient images. However, the noise dominates the signal at a lower frequency in the high-ISO ambient image than in the low-ISO flash image.
While we found this technique works well, we note that flash/noflash images do have significant differences due to the change in illumination, and therefore robust techniques for registration of such image pairs deserve further study.
Linearization.
Some of our algorithms analyze the image difference F A − to infer the contribution of the flash to the scene lighting. To make this computation meaningful, the images must be in the same linear space. Therefore we sometimes set our conversion software to generate linear TIFF images from the RAW data. Also, we must compensate for the exposure differences between the two images due to ISO settings and exposure times t ∆ . If
Lin A′ and
Lin F are the linear images output by the converter utility, we put them in the same space by computing:
Note that unless we include the superscript Lin, F and A refer to the non-linear versions of the images.
Denoising and Detail Transfer
Our denoising and detail transfer algorithms are designed to enhance the ambient image using information from the flash image. We present these two algorithms in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Both algorithms assume that the flash image is a good local estimator of the high frequency content in the ambient image. However, this assumption does not hold in shadow and specular regions caused by the flash, and can lead to artifacts. In Section 4.3, we describe how to account for these artifacts. The relationships between the three algorithms are depicted in Figure 3 .
Denoising
Reducing noise in photographic images has been a long-standing problem in image processing and computer vision. One common solution is to apply an edge-preserving smoothing filter to the image such as anisotropic diffusion [Perona and Malik 1990] or bilateral filtering [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998 ]. The bilateral filter is a fast, non-iterative technique, and has been applied to a variety of problems beyond image denoising, including tonemapping [Durand and Dorsey 2002; Choudhury and Tumblin 2003] , separating illumination from texture [Oh et al. 2001 ] and mesh smoothing [Fleishman et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2003 ].
Our ambient image denoising technique also builds on the bilateral filter. We begin with a summary of Tomasi and Manduchi's basic bilateral filter and then show how to extend their approach to also consider a flash image when denoising an ambient image.
Bilateral filter. The bilateral filter is designed to average together pixels that are spatially near one another and have similar intensity values. It combines a classic low-pass filter with an edgestopping function that attenuates the filter kernel weights when the intensity difference between pixels is large. In the notation of Durand and Dorsey [2002] , the bilateral filter computes the value of pixel p for ambient image A as:
where ( ) k p is a normalization term:
The function d g sets the weight in the spatial domain based on the distance between the pixels, while the edge-stopping function r g sets the weight on the range based on intensity differences. Typically, both functions are Gaussians with widths controlled by the standard deviation parameters d σ and r σ respectively.
We apply the bilateral filter to each RGB color channel separately with the same standard deviation parameters for all three channels. The challenge is to set d σ and r σ so that the noise is averaged away but detail is preserved. In practice, for 6 megapixel images, we set d σ to cover a pixel neighborhood of between 24 and 48 pixels, and then experimentally adjust r σ so that it is just above the threshold necessary to smooth the noise. For images with pixel values normalized to [0.0, 1.0] we usually set r σ to lie between 0.05 and 0.1, or 5 to 10% of the total range. However, as shown in Figure 4 (b), even after carefully adjusting the parameters, the basic bilateral filter tends to either over-blur (lose detail) or under-blur (fail to denoise) the image in some regions.
Joint bilateral filter. We observed in Section 2 that the flash image contains a much better estimate of the true high-frequency information than the ambient image. Based on this observation, we modify the basic bilateral filter to compute the edge-stopping function r g using the flash image F instead of A . We call this technique the joint bilateral filter The joint bilateral filter relies on the flash image as an estimator of the ambient image. Therefore it can fail in flash shadows and specularities because they only appear in the flash image. At the edges of such regions, the joint bilateral filter may under-blur the ambient image since it will down-weight pixels where the filter straddles these edges. Similarly, inside these regions, it may overblur the ambient image.
We solve this problem by first detecting flash shadows and specular regions as described in Section 4.3 and then falling back to basic bilateral filtering within these regions. Given the mask M produced by our detection algorithm, our improved denoising algorithm becomes:
Results & Discussion. The results of denoising with the joint bilateral filter are shown in Figure 4 (c). The difference image with the basic bilateral filter, Figure 4 (d), reveals that the joint bilateral filter is better able to preserve detail while reducing noise.
One limitation of both bilateral and joint bilateral filtering is that they are nonlinear and therefore a straightforward implementation requires performing the convolution in the spatial domain. This can be very slow for large d σ .
Recently Durand and Dorsey [2002] used Fourier techniques to greatly accelerate the bilateral filter. We believe their technique is also applicable to the joint bilateral filter and should significantly speed up our denoising algorithm.
Flash-To-Ambient Detail Transfer
While the joint bilateral filter can reduce noise, it cannot add detail that may be present in the flash image. Yet, as described in Section 2, the higher SNR of the flash image allows it to retain nuances that are overwhelmed by noise in the ambient image. Moreover, the flash typically provides strong directional lighting that can reveal additional surface detail that is not visible in more uniform ambient lighting. The flash may also illuminate detail in regions that are in shadow in the ambient image.
To transfer this detail we begin by computing a detail layer from the flash image as the following ratio:
where Base F is computed using the basic bilateral filter on F. The ratio is computed on each RGB channel separately and is independent of the signal magnitude and surface reflectance. The ratio captures the local detail variation in F and is commonly called a quotient image [Shashua and Riklin-Raviv 2001] or ratio image [Liu et al. 2001 ] in computer vision. Figure 5 shows that the advantage of using the bilateral filter to compute Base F rather than a classic low-pass Gaussian filter is that we reduce haloing.
At low signal values, the flash image contains noise that can generate spurious detail. We add ε to both the numerator and denominator of the ratio to reject these low signal values and thereby reduce such artifacts (and also avoid division by zero). In practice we use . Figure 4 (e-f) shows examples of a detail layer and detail transfer.
Just as in joint bilateral filtering, our transfer algorithm produces a poor detail estimate in shadows and specular regions caused by the flash. Therefore, we again rely on the detection algorithm described in Section 4.3 to estimate a mask M identifying these regions and compute the final image as:
(1 )
With this detail transfer approach, we can control the amount of detail transferred by choosing appropriate settings for the bilateral filter parameters d σ and r σ used to create Base F . As we increase these filter widths, we generate increasingly smoother versions of Base F and as a result capture more detail in Detail F . However, with excessive smoothing, the bilateral filter essentially reduces to a Gaussian filter and leads to haloing artifacts in the final image.
Results & Discussion. Figures 1, 4(f) , and 6-8 show several examples of applying detail transfer with denoising. Both the lamp ( Figure 6 ) and pots (Figure 8 ) examples show how our detail transfer algorithm can add true detail from the flash image to the ambient image. The candlelit cave (Figure 1 and 7) is an extreme case for our algorithms because the ISO was originally set to 1600 and digitally boosted up to 6400 in a post-processing step. In this case, the extreme levels of noise forced us to use relatively wide Gaussians for both the domain and range kernels in the joint bilateral filter. Thus, when transferring back the true detail from the flash image, we also used relatively wide Gaussians in computing the detail layer. As a result, it is possible to see small halos around the edges of the bottles. Nevertheless, our approach is able to smooth away the noise while preserving detail like the gentle wrinkles on the sofa and the glazing on the bottles. Figure 7 shows a comparison between a long exposure reference image of the wine cave and our detail transfer with denoising result.
In most cases, our detail transfer algorithm improves the appearance of the ambient image. However, it is important to note that the flash image may contain detail that looks unnatural when transferred to the ambient image. For example, if the light from the flash strikes a surfaces at a shallow angle, the flash image may pick up surface texture (i.e. wood grain, stucco, etc.) as detail. If this texture is not visible in the original ambient image, it may look odd. Similarly if the flash image washes out detail, the ambient image may be over-blurred. Our approach allows the user to control how much detail is transferred over the entire image. Automatically adjusting the amount of local detail transferred is an area for future work.
Detecting Flash Shadows and Specularities
Light from the flash can introduce shadows and specularities into the flash image. Within flash shadows, the image may be as dim as the ambient image and therefore suffer from noise. Similarly, within specular reflections, the flash image may be saturated and lose detail. Moreover, the boundaries of both these regions may form high-frequency edges that do not exist in the ambient image. To avoid using information from the flash image in these regions, we first detect the flash shadows and specularities.
Flash Shadows. Since a point in a flash shadow is not illuminated by the flash, it should appear exactly as it appears in the ambient image. Ideally, we could linearize A and F as described in Section 3 and then detect pixels where the luminance of the difference image Lin Lin F A − is zero. In practice, this approach is confounded by four issues: 1) surfaces that do not reflect any light (i.e. with zero albedo) are detected as shadows; 2) distant surfaces not reached by the flash are detected as shadows; 3) noise causes nonzero values within shadows; and 4) inter-reflection of light from the flash causes non-zero values within the shadow.
The first two issues do not cause a problem since the results are the same in both the ambient and flash images and thus whichever image is chosen will give the same result. To deal with noise and inter-reflection, we add a threshold when computing the shadow mask by looking for pixels in which the difference between the linearized flash and ambient images is small: We captured a long exposure image of the wine cave scene (3.2 seconds at ISO 100) for comparison with our detail transfer with denoising result. We also computed average mean-square error across the 16 bit R, G, B color channels between the no-flash image and the reference (1485.5 MSE) and between our result and the reference (1109.8 MSE). However, it is well known that MSE is not a good measure of perceptual image differences. Visual comparison shows that although our result does not achieve the fidelity of the reference image, it is substantially less noisy than the original no-flash image. We have developed a program that lets users interactively adjust the threshold value Shad τ and visually verify that all the flash shadow regions are properly captured.
Noise can contaminate the shadow mask with small speckles, holes and ragged edges. We clean up the shadow mask using image morphological operations to erode the speckles and fill the holes. To produce a conservative estimate that fully covers the shadow region, we then dilate the mask.
Flash Specularities. We detect specular regions caused by the flash using a simple physically motivated heuristic. Specular regions should be bright in Lin F and should therefore saturate the image sensor. Hence, we look for luminance values in the flash image that are greater than 95% of the range of sensor output values. We clean, fill holes, and dilate the specular mask just as we did for the shadow mask.
Final Merge. We form our final mask M by taking the union of the shadow and specular masks. We then blur the mask to feather its edges and prevent visible seams when the mask is used to combine regions from different images. Figures 1 and 6-8 were generated using this flash artifact detection approach. Figure 8 (top row) illustrates how the mask corrects flash shadow artifacts in the detail transfer algorithm. In Figure 1 we show a failure case of our algorithm. It does not capture the striped specular highlight on the center bottle and therefore this highlight is transferred as detail from the flash image to our final result.
Results & Discussion. The results in
Although both our shadow and specular detection techniques are based on simple heuristics, we have found that they produce good masks for a variety of examples. More sophisticated techniques developed for shadow and specular detection in single images or stereo pairs [Lee and Bajcsy 1992; Funka-Lea and Bajcsy 1995; Swaminathan et al. 2002] may provide better results and could be adapted for the case of flash/no-flash pairs.
White Balancing
Although preserving the original ambient illumination is often desirable, sometimes we may want to see how the scene would appear under a more "white" illuminant. This process is called white-balancing, and has been the subject of much study [Adams et al. 1998 ].
When only a single ambient image is acquired, the ambient illumination must be estimated based on heuristics or user input. Digital cameras usually provide several white-balance modes for different environments such as sunny outdoors and fluorescent lighting. Most often, pictures are taken with an "auto" mode, wherein the camera analyzes the image and computes an imagewide average to infer ambient color. This is, of course, only a heuristic, and some researchers have considered semantic analysis to determine color cast [Schroeder and Moser 2001] .
A flash/no-flash image pair enables a better approach to white balancing. Our work is heavily inspired by that of DiCarlo et al. [2001] , who were the first to consider using flash/no-flash pairs for illumination estimation. They infer ambient illumination by performing a discrete search over a set of 103 illuminants to find the one that most closely matches the observed image pair. We simplify this approach by formulating it as a continuous optimization problem that is not limited by this discrete set of illuminants. Thus, our approach requires less setup than theirs.
We can think of the flash as adding a point light source of known color to the scene. By setting the camera white-balance mode to "flash" (and assuming a calibrated camera), this flash color should appear as reference white in the acquired images.
The difference image
Lin Lin F A ∆ = − corresponds to the illumination due to the flash only, which is proportional to the surface albedo at each pixel p. Note that the albedo estimate ∆ has unknown scale, because both the distance and orientation of the surface are unknown. Here we are assuming either that the surface is diffuse or that its specular color matches its diffuse color. As a Figure 8 : (top row) The flash image does not contain true detail information in shadows and specular regions. When we naively apply our denoising and detail transfer algorithms, these regions generate artifacts as indicated by the white arrows. To prevent these artifacts, we revert to basic bilateral filtering within these regions. (bottom row). The dark brown pot on the left is extremely noisy in the no-flash image. The green pot on the right is also noisy, but as shown in the flash image it exhibits true texture detail. Our detail transfer technique smoothes the noise while maintaining the texture. Also note that the flash shadow/specularity detection algorithm properly masks out the large specular highlight on the brown pot and does not transfer that detail to the final image.
counter-example, this is not true of plastics. Similarly, semitransparent surfaces would give erroneous estimates of albedo.
Since the surface at pixel p has color p A in the ambient image and the scaled albedo p ∆ , we can estimate the ambient illumination at the surface with the ratio:
which is computed per color channel. Again, this estimated color p C has an unknown scale, so we normalize it at each pixel p (see inset Figure 9 ). Our goal is to analyze p C at all image pixels to infer the ambient illumination color c. To make this inference more robust, we discard pixels for which the estimate has low confidence. We can afford to do this since we only need to derive a single color from millions of pixels. Specifically, we ignore pixels for which either Having inferred the scene ambient color c, we white-balance the image by scaling the color channels as:
Again, the computation is performed per color channel.
Results & Discussion. Figure 9 shows an example of white balancing an ambient image. The white balancing significantly changes the overall hue of the image, setting the color of the wood table to a yellowish gray, as it would appear in white light.
In inferring ambient color c, one could also prune outliers and look for spatial relationships in the image C . In addition, the scene may have multiple regions with different ambient colors, and these could be segmented and processed independently.
White-balancing is a challenging problem because the perception of "white" depends in part on the adaptation state of the viewer. Moreover, it is unclear when white-balance is desirable. However we believe that our estimation approach using the known information from the flash can be more accurate than techniques based on single-image heuristics.
Continuous Flash Adjustment
When taking a flash image, the intensity of the flash can sometimes be too bright, saturating a nearby object, or it can be too dim, leaving mid-distance objects under-exposed. With a flash and non-flash image pair, we can let the user adjust the flash intensity after the picture has been taken.
We have explored several ways of interpolating the ambient and flash images. The most effective scheme is to convert the original flash/no-flash pair into YCbCr space and then linearly interpolate them using:
To provide more user control, we allow extrapolation by letting the parameter α go outside the normal [0,1] range. However, we only extrapolate the Y channel, and restrict the Cb and Cr channel interpolations to their extrema in the two original images, to prevent excessive distortion of the hue. An example is shown in Figure 10 .
Red-Eye Correction
Red-eye is a common problem in flash photography and is due to light reflected by a well vascularized retina. Fully automated redeye removal techniques usually assume a single image as input and rely on a variety of heuristic and machine-learning techniques to localize the red eyes [Gaubatz and Ulichney 2002; Patti et al. 1998 ]. Once the pupil mask has been detected, these techniques darken the pixels within the mask to make the images appear more natural.
We have developed a red-eye removal algorithm that considers the change in pupil color between the ambient image (where it is usually very dark) and the flash image (where it may be red). We convert the image pair into YCbCr space to decorrelate luminance from chrominance and compute a relative redness measure as follows:
We then initially segment the image into regions where:
We typically set Eye τ to 0.05 so that the resulting segmentation defines regions where the flash image is redder than the ambient image and therefore may form potential red eyes. The segmented regions also tend to include a few locations that are highly saturated in the Cr channel of the flash image but are relatively dark in the Y channel of the ambient image. Thus, if R µ and R σ denote the mean and standard deviation of the redness R, we look for seed pixels where:
We usually set Dark τ = 0.6. If no such seed pixels exist, we assume the image does not contain red-eye. Otherwise, we use these seed pixels to look up the corresponding regions in the segmentation and then apply geometric constraints to ensure that the regions are roughly the same size and elliptical. In particular, we compute the area of each region and discard large outliers. We then check that the eccentricity of the region is greater than 0.75. These regions then form a red-eye pupil mask. Finally to correct these red-eye regions we use the technique of Patti et al.[1998] . We first remove the highlights or "glints" in the pupil mask using our flash specularity detection algorithm. We then set the color of each pixel in the mask to the gray value equivalent to 80% of its luminance value. This approach properly darkens the pupil while maintaining the specular highlight which is important for maintaining realism in the corrected output.
Results & Discussion. Figure 11 illustrates our red-eye correction algorithm with two examples. The second example shows that our algorithm performs well even when the red-eye is subtle. In both examples our algorithm is able to distinguish the pupils from the reddish skin. Moreover, the specular highlight is preserved and the eye shows no unnatural discoloration. Both of these examples were automatically aligned using the approach of Szeliski and Shum [1997] . Since color noise could invalidate our chromaticity comparison, we assume a relatively noise free ambient image, like the ones generated by our denoising algorithm.
Future Work and Conclusions
While we have developed a variety of applications for flash/noflash image pairs, we believe there remain many directions for future work.
In some cases, the look of the flash image may be preferable to the ambient image. However, the flash shadows and specularities may be detracting. While we have developed algorithms for detecting these regions, we would like to investigate techniques for removing them from the flash image.
Flash shadows often appear at depth discontinuities between surfaces in the scene. Using multiple flash photographs it may be possible to segment foreground from background. Raskar et al. [2003] have recently explored this type of approach to generate non-photorealistic renderings.
Motion blur is a common problem for long-exposure images. It may be possible to extend our detail transfer technique to de-blur such images. Recent work by Jia et al. [2004] is beginning to explore this idea.
No-Flash Red-Eye Corrected Flash

No-Flash Flash
Closeup with Faint Red-Eye
Red-Eye Corrected Figure 11 : Examples of red-eye correction using our approach. Although the red eye is subtle in the second example, our algorithm is still able to correct the problem. We used a Nikon CoolPix 995 to acquire these images.
While our approach is designed for consumer-grade cameras, we
have not yet considered the joint optimization of our algorithms and the camera hardware design. For example, different illuminants or illuminant locations may allow the photographer to gather more information about the scene.
An exciting possibility is to use an infrared flash. While infrared illumination yields incomplete color information, it does provide high-frequency detail, and does so in a less intrusive way than a visible flash.
We have demonstrated a set of applications that combine the strengths of flash and no-flash photographs to synthesize new images that are of better quality than either of the originals. The acquisition procedure is straightforward. We therefore believe that flash/no-flash image pairs can contribute to the palette of image enhancement options available to digital photographers. We hope that these techniques will be even more useful as cameras start to capture multiple images every time a photographer takes a picture.
